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Abstract 
Veldman, H.J., Cycles containing many vertices of large degree, Discrete Mathematics 101 
(1992) 319-325. 
Let G be a 2-connected graph of order n, r a real number and V, = {u E V(G) ( d(v) 3 r}. It is 
shown that G contains a cycle missing at most max{O, n - 2r) vertices of V,, yielding a common 
generalization of a result of Dirac and one of Shi Ronghua. A stronger conclusion holds if 
r 2 f(rr + 2): G contains a cycle C such that either V(C) 2 V, or IV(C)1 2 2r. This theorem 
extends a result of Haggkvist and Jackson and is proved by first showing that if r 2 f(n + 2), 
then G contains a cycle C for which IV, n V(C)1 is maximal such that N(x) E V(C) whenever 
x E V, - V(C) (*). A result closely related to (*) is stated and a result of Nash-Williams is 
extended using (*). 
1. Preliminaries 
We use [l] for terminology and notation not defined here and consider simple 
graphs only. 
Let G be a graph, S a subset of V(G) and C a cycle of G. For a real number r, 
we denote by Vr(G), or just V,, the set {V E V(G) 1 d(v)~r}. The cycle C is 
called S-longest if IS II V(C)1 2 IS fl V(C’)l for every cycle C’ of G. The cycle C 
is S-dominating if every vertex in S - V(C) has all its neighbors on C. We denote 
by C the cycle C with a given orientation, and by C the cycle C with the reverse 
orientation. If U, v E V(C), then U& denotes the consecutive vertices of C from 
u to v in the direction specified by C. The same vertices, in reverse order, are 
given by V& We will consider U&J and v& both as paths and as vertex sets. 
We use U+ to denote the successor of u on C and U- to denote its predecessor. If 
SE V(C), then S’ = {w+ ( w ES}. 
Analogous terminology and notation is used with respect to paths instead of 
cycles. 
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2. Results 
A classical result of Dirac is the following. 
Theorem 1 [2]. Zf G is a graph of order n 23 with 6(G) 3 in, then G is 
hamiltonian. 
Dirac also proved the following extension of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2 [2]. Zf G is a 2-connected graph of order n, then G contains a cycle of 
length at least min{n, 26(G)}. 
Recently, Shi Ronghua generalized Theorem 1 as follows. 
Theorem 3 [6]. Zf G is a 2-connected graph of order n, then there exists a cycle in 
G containing all vertices of degree at least in. 
Here we first present a common generalization of Theorems 2 and 3. Its proof 
is a variation of the proof of Theorem 2 given in [4] (page 393). 
Theorem 4. Let G be a 2-connected graph of order n and r a real number. Then G 
contains a cycle missing at most max{O, n - 2r) vertices of V,. 
Proof. Let P =x0x1 * - . x, be a V,-longest path such that x0, X, E V,. Then 
(Nxo) u M&l)) f-l v, E V(P). (I) 
If G contains a cycle C with V(C) z V(P), then V(C) 2 V,, otherwise we easily 
contradict the choice of P. Hence we may assume 
no cycle of G contains all vertices of P. (2) 
We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: max{k 1 xOxk E E(G)} > min{k ( &&,, E E(G)}. 
Choose i and j such that i <j, Xonj E E(G), xix,,, E E(G) and j - i is minimal. 
Let C =X0X, . . . XiX,X,_1 . . . XjXO. By (2), the sets {x,}, N(x,) fl V(P) and 
{Xk--l ( Xk 6 N(XO) fl v(f% k #d are pairwise disjoint subsets of V(C). Since the 
last-mentioned set has cardinality IN(x,) n V(P)1 - 1, we obtain 
IV(C)1 3 IWO) n V(p)1 + Mm) n V(p)i. (3) 
Set R = V(G) - V(P), S = V(P) - V(C), R, = R n V,, S, = S n V,. By (l), no 
vertex of R, is adjacent to either x0 or x,, while by (2), no vertex of R - R, is 
adjacent to both x0 and x,. Hence 
INxo) n RI + IN4 n RI G PI - IRA. (4) 
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Summing (3) and (4) we obtain 
2r s d(x,) + d(x,) s IV(C)1 + IRI - ]RJ 
= IW)l - ISI + PI - IN = n - WI + IRI), 
whence 
Iv, - V(C)1 = ]R, u S,l = (R,l + IS,] c l&l + ISI =z n - 2r, 
settling Case 1. 
Case 2: max{k 1 x,,xk E E(G)} s min{k 1 xkx,,, E E(G)}. 
Set i = max{k 1 x0& E E(G)} and j = min{k 1 &x, E E(G)}. Since G is 2- 
connected, there are two disjoint paths PI and P2 connecting the cycles 
x@ri * * * Xix, and XjXj+l . . . x,,,xj. (If i = j, then the trivial path with vertex xi is 
considered to be one of these paths). Let U be the set of endvertices of PI and Pz. 
(I UJ = 4 unless i = j). We may assume xi, Xj E U. Possibly, xi and Xj are ends of the 
same path. Furthermore, U may contain x0 and/or x,. In all possible cases we 
easily find a cycle C containing x,, x,, N(x,) n V(P) and N(x,) fl V(P). By (l), 
N(x,) n V, E N(x,) n V(P) c V(C) and N(x,) n V, E N(x,) n V(P) c V(C). 
Hence no vertex of V, - V(C) is adjacent to either x0 or x,. By (2) and the 
hypothesis of Case 2, lN(x,) n N(x,)l s 1. Since x0, x, 4 N(x,) U N(x,), we 
conclude that 
2r - 1s d(x,) + d(x,) - 1 c IiV(x,) U N(x,)I S n - 2 - IV, - V(C)l, 
whence IV, - V(C)1 <n - 2r. 0 
Theorems 2 and 3 are the special cases r = 6(G) and r = $z of Theorem 4, 
respectively. 
Theorem 4 is not best possible in general. For example, if IV,(G)1 + 2 < r = 
+(lV(G)l + 2), then the theorem gives nothing, whereas by Corollary 11 below 
some cycle of G contains all vertices of V,. 
Suppose G is a 2-connected graph of order n and r a real number such that no 
cycle of G contains all vertices of V,. Then Theorem 4 asserts that some cycle of 
G misses at most n - 2r vertices of V,. By Theorem 7 below, a stronger 
conclusion holds if r 2 f(n + 2): some cycle of G misses at most n - 2r vertices of 
V(G). Theorem 7 is an easy consequence of the following result, the proof of 
which is based on ideas from [7]. 
Theorem 5. Let G be a 2-connected graph of order n and r a real number with 
r 3 i(n + 2). Then G contains a V,-longest cycle which is V,-dominating. 
Proof. Assume no V#-longest cycle of G is V-dominating. Consider a cycle C and 
a path P satisfying the following requirements: 
C is a VT-longest cycle. (5) 
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Subject to (S), [M(C)1 is minimal, where M(C) denotes the set of 
all edges of G - V(C) which are incident with at least one vertex of 
V,. (By assumption, M(C) # 0). (6) 
P connects two vertices u1 and ‘u2 of C, is internally disjoint from C 
and contains a vertex x,, E V, incident with an edge of M(C). (7) 
Subject to (5), (6) and (7), IV(P)1 is minimal. (8) 
Subject to (5), (6), (7) and (8), dc(ul, v2) is minimal. (9) 
Set R = V(G) - V(C). Orient C such that Iv,&,l =Z IvzCv,l, and orient P from 
vi to Q. By (9), N(x,,) n V(C) G v,&,. Let vj, . . . , IJ, be the vertices in 
@TX”) f-l V(C)) - (211, Q}, occurring on v,&~ in consecutive order. By (5), the 
sets V, fl v:&; and V, II v;&; (or V, n v:&; if (N(x,) fl V(C)) - {v,, v2} = 
0) are non-empty. Let u1 be the first vertex on v:Cv; such that either u, E V, or 
u1 is adjacent to a vertex w, E R fl V,. Set x1 = u1 if ui E V, and x, = w, otherwise. 
Define u2 E v:Cv; and x2 similarly. Note that by the choice of U, and u2, any 
cycle C’ with V(C’) 2 V(C) - (VT&; U v:&;) is a V,-longest cycle satisfying 
M(C’) c M(C) and hence M(C’) = M(C). We have 
xi #x0, xix0 $ E(G) and N(x,)n N(x,) n R = 0 (i = 1, 2), (10) 
otherwise we contradict (5) or (8). Furthermore, x, and x2 do not coincide. 
Assuming the contrary, the cycle v,~v2C~1~,~2&, contradicts (5). A similar 
argument shows that 
xlv, xzw $ E(G) whenever v E v;&, U {x2}, w E v:f!u, U {x,}. (11) 
For i = 3, . . . , t, set Uil = v+. Set Ui2 = u,: if N(u,,) fl R = 0, otherwise let ui2 be 
an arbitrary vertex in N(u;,) n R (i = 3, . . . , t). We have 
X1 #U;2, X2ZUi2, Ui2ZUj2(i,j E (3, . . . , t}, i Zj), 
otherwise we contradict (5) as above. Furthermore, 
xkui,,, 4 E(G) (i = 3, . . . , t; k = 1, 2; m = 1,2). (12) 
Assuming the contrary, for fixed k and i we contradict (5) unless m = 2, xk = uk, 
uil E V, and 
+ ui2 = u;, . In that case, however, the V,-longest cycle 
v~&,v~&,u~~&~ (if k = 1) or v2~x~~vi&2ui2Cv2 (if k = 2) contradicts (6). 
We make another observation. 
If v E UT&J; and x221 E E(G), then x,v+ $ E(G). (13) 
Assuming the contrary, the cycle v,~v,~~~(x,)u,~v(x,)u,~v, (where (Xi) 
should be ignored if xi = ui (i = 1, 2)) contradicts (5). Similarly we have the 
following. 
If v E u:Cv; and x,v E E(G), then x2v+ $ E(G). (14) 
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Set U = V(C) U {xl, x} U {Uiz 1 3 S i s t}. Define a bijection cp : U+ II as follows: 
If xi #pi, then v(Ui) =~i and q(Xi) = UT (i = 1, 2). (15) 
If u~Z $ V(C), then q(Uil) = Ui2 and Q)(Uiz) = z.L~: (i = 3, . . . , t). (16) 
If q(v) is not yet defined by (15) or (16), then q(v) = u+. (17) 
Define 
Ai = 1~ E u,‘% U {x,> 1 XIV(V) E E(G)), 
A2 = {v E u&; U {x1} 1 x22) E E(G)}, 
Bl= {V E U~C?U; U (~2) U {Uiz 13 c i =Z t} 1 XIV E E(G)}, 
B2= {V E U,C?U; U (~2) U (Ui2 I 3 c i c t} I x~Q)(u) E E(G)}, 
Di = {v E V(G) - U 1 xiv E E(G)} (i = 0, 1, 2). 
Since cp : U+ U is a bijection, we have 
d(xi) = IAil + IBil + IDil (i = 1, 2). 
Furthermore, 
BY (1% (111, (13) and (14), the sets A,,AZ, B1, B2, D,, 4, D3 are pairwise 
disjoint. By (10) and (12), the vertices x0, u3,, . . . , utl are in none of these sets. 
Since x,,, xi, x2 E V,, we conclude that 
n+2c3r&(xi)~2 IAil+i IBil+i lQl+t 
i=O i=l i=l i=O 
<n-1-((t-2)+t=n+1. 
This contradiction completes the proof. 0 
The lower bound $(n + 2) imposed on r in Theorem 5 cannot be relaxed: in the 
graph K2 v 3&-i (and also in suitable spanning subgraphs of this graph), no 
V,-longest cycle is V,-dominating (r 2 3). 
As a consequence of Theorem 5, a 2-connected graph G of order it with 
6(G) z= i(n + 2) contains a longest (i.e., V(G)-longest) cycle which is a dominat- 
ing (i.e., V(G)-dominating) cycle. Nash-Williams [5] showed that in such a graph 
in fact every longest cycle is a dominating cycle. The conclusion of Theorem 5 
cannot be strengthened correspondingly. To see this, add three new vertices 
Xl, x2, x3 to the complete bipartite graph K,,,+l (r 3 6) with bipartition 
{{u1, . . . 3 Ur+l), {% . . . , v,}} and join Xi to ui and u1 (i = 1, 2, 3). Since r ~6, 
the resulting graph G satisfies r 3 ;(IV(G)( + 2). Yet there exist V-longest cycles, 
even V;-longest cycles of maximal length, which are not V,-dominating. 
The following result is closely related to Theorem 5. 
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Theorem 6. In every 2-connected graph G of order n there exists a cycle 
containing at least one end of each edge uv with IN(u) U N(v)1 2 i(n + 5). 
Theorem 6 can be proved by considering a cycle C for which 1 {uv E E(G - 
V(C))1 IN(u) u NV)l~ f(n + 311 is minimal and combining ideas from the 
proofs of Theorem 5 and [7, Theorem 31. Theorem 6 implies that under the 
hypothesis of Theorem 5, G contains a V-dominating cycle, but not that G 
contains a V-longest cycle which is V,-dominating. 
We now use Theorem 5 to derive the announced improvement of Theorem 4 
for r 3 +(n + 2). 
Theorem 7. Let G be a 2-connected graph of order n and r a real number with 
r 2 f(n + 2). Then G contains a cycle C such that either V(C) r> V, or IV(C)1 3 2r. 
Proof. By Theorem 5, G contains a V,-longest cycle C which is V,-dominating. 
Assuming V(C) $ V,, let x be a vertex in V, - V(C). Then N(x) c V(C). Clearly, 
N(x) rl N(x)+ = 0. Hence I V(C)1 2 2lN(x)I 2 2r. q 
In a sense, Theorem 7 is best possible. Let G be a spanning subgraph of K,,, 
(r<sS2r-2) such that IV,(G)1 =2r + 1, i.e., G[V,]- K,,,+l. Then no cycle of 
G contains V,, while every cycle of G has length at most 2r. Theorem 7 is also 
best possible in the sense that the lower bound i(n + 2) imposed on r cannot be 
relaxed. One easily finds a 2-connected spanning subgraph H of K2 v 3(K, v 
(r - 3)K,) E K2 v 3K,_, (r 2 5) such that no cycle of H contains V,(H), while 
IV(C)I<8<2rforanycycleCofH. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 7 is the following result of Haggkvist 
and Jackson. 
Corollary 8 [3]. Let G be a 2-connected graph of order n and r a real number with 
r 2 i(n + 2). Zf IV,( 2 2r, then G contains a cycle of length at least 2r. 
Our next result shows that under a suitable additional condition one is able to 
distinguish between the two alternatives in the conclusion of Theorem 7. 
Theorem 9. Let G be a 2-connected graph of order n and r a real number with 
r 2 !(n + 2). Zf a(G[V,]) s r, then there exists a cycle of G containing all vertices 
of V,. 
Proof. By Theorem 5, G contains a V,-longest cycle C which is V,-dominating. 
Assuming V(C) $ V,, let x be a vertex in V, - V(C). Then N(x) E V(C). Let 
211, 212, f . . 9 vk be the neighbors of X, occurring on C in consecutive order. Since 
C is a VT-longest cycle, v+&~+, II V, # 0 (i = 1, . . . , k; indices mod k). Let xi be 
the first vertex on v~~Cvz;, that belongs to V,. Clearly, {x, x1, . . . , xk} is an 
independent set, so a(G[V,]) 2 k + 12 r + 1. 0 
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The upper bound r imposed on (u(G[V,]) in Theorem 9 is tight, as shown by the 
graph G defined after the proof of Theorem 7. Also, the condition r 2 +(n + 2) 
again cannot be relaxed, as shown by the graph Kz v 3K,_,(r 2 3). 
We note that Theorem 3 is not only implied by Theorems 4 and 7, but also by 
Theorem 9, since cx(G[Vi,J) s In for any graph G. 
The case r = 6(G) of Theorem 9 was obtained by Nash-Williams. 
CoroIIary 10 [5]. Zf G is a 2-connected graph of order n with 6(G) 2 max{f(n + 
2), a(G)}, then G is hamiltonian. 
Another obvious consequence of Theorem 9 is the following. 
Corrohy 11. Let G .!x a 2-connected graph of order n and r a real number with 
r 3 $(n + 2). Zf IV,1 s r, then there exists a cycle of G containing all vertices of V,. 
We do not believe that the upper bound r on IV,1 in Corollary 11 is tight. It 
would be interesting to find the best possible upper bound. 
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